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Proudly designed in the UK, Ruark Audio, the quintessential English purveyor 
of stylish sound systems, has unveiled two new limited-edition colourways 
for its iconic R1 Bluetooth radio – Burnt Saffron & Wild Plum. 

Inspired by the vibrancy of British autumn, Scorched 
Saffron captures the aura of the season, replicating the 
beautiful tonalities of natural landscapes. The colour 
references leaves on the ground, the sort one would 
see during a crisp countryside walk on an October 
weekend, whilst also projecting the feeling of warmth 
and comfort. 

Wild Plum creates an entirely alternative autumnal story. The versatile, 
ageless and flattering shade means that for a product as design-led as the 
R1, with its soft curves and sharp detail, a purple tone is the perfect pairing. 
Although these two shades could be considered contrasting, the story which 
connects them is consistent. They are both hues classically associated with 
the rich, deep and vibrant palette of autumn. The new colours also allow the 
R1 to not only add incredible sound to the desired room, but now a brilliant 
pop of colour that will make the top-grade radio and speaker stand out in 
the home.

Luxuriously crafted and using only the finest quality materials, 
these two new colourways underscore Ruark’s desire to 
combine the best in style and sound.
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These new limited edition colourways 
demonstrates Ruark’s ongoing desire
to develop and evolve. While the 
style of its models may not alter 
drastically – the family-run company
believes that good industrial design 
need only evolve gradually -  the 
company is continuously looking to 
introduce fresh updates to its family 
of models. This comes through 
limited edition finishes and 
collaborations, as well as worthwhile 
technological advancements.

Complementing the bold, bright exterior is an exceptional sound 
performance reflective of the company’s 30+ year hi-fi heritage. 
Radio broadcasting via DAB and FM sits alongside DAB+, which
future-proofs the R1 against any transition upgrades. It also comes 
complete with a quality Bluetooth receiver, so you can stream music 
wirelessly from any Bluetooth enabled device.

R1 in Scorched Saffron and Wild Plum both 
have an SRP of £219.99 and will be available 
from quality stores this autumn including 
Harrods, Selfridges and John Lewis alongside 
leading independent retailers.

Features

Class leading sound quality

DAB, DAB+ and FM Tuner

Bluetooth receiver for wireless 
music streaming

New Intuitive Rotodial Control System

Hight contrast OLED display with format 
clock

USB charge port for charging Smartphone’s 
etc

10 Station presets for both DAB and FM

Switchable auxiliary input for MP3 and 
other audio devices

Adjustable treble bass settings

Loudness function for improved sound 
at low levels

Stereo headphone output

Easy-to-use comprehensive 
dual alarms

Finishes: Burnt Saffron 
and Wild Plum

Dimensions: 
H170 x W130 X D135mm

Weight: 1.5kg

About Ruark Audio

Ruark Audio is a family-owned
British company who have been
creating fine audio products since
1986. Their systems are designed
to be seen and they work tirelessly
to ensure they enhance their
surroundings and sound as good as
they look.

From integrated music systems to
compact active speakers, all Ruark
products are developed at their
head office on the South East Coast
of England, following thier passion
of creating timeless products that
customers will cherish and enjoy for
years to come. 
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The current R1 is the third generation 
of Ruark’s most iconic model and
exemplifies the perfect combination 
of design and technology.


